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Abstract
In this paper, we deal with the deployment of full-duplex relaying in amplify-and-forward (AF)
cooperative networks with multiple-antenna terminals. In contrast to previous studies, which focus on
the spatial mitigation of the loopback interference (LI) at the relay node, a joint precoding/decoding design
that maximizes the end-to-end (e2e) performance is investigated. The proposed precoding incorporates
rank-1 zero-forcing (ZF) LI suppression at the relay node and is derived in closed-form by solving
appropriate optimization problems. In order to further reduce system complexity, the antenna selection
(AS) problem for full-duplex AF cooperative systems is discussed. We investigate different AS schemes
to select a single transmit antenna at both the source and the relay, as well as a single receive antenna
at both the relay and the destination. To facilitate comparison, exact outage probability expressions
and asymptotic approximations of the proposed AS schemes are provided. In order to overcome zero-
diversity effects associated with the AS operation, a simple power allocation scheme at the relay node is
also investigated and its optimal value is analytically derived. Numerical and simulation results show that
the joint ZF-based precoding significantly improves e2e performance, while AS schemes are efficient
solutions for scenarios with strict computational constraints.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
Cooperative communications with relaying is a promising solution to extend the network coverage and
ensure higher throughputs and quality-of-service (QoS). Relaying techniques can be classified as either
half-duplex or full-duplex [1]. In order to complete the relaying operation, half-duplex relaying requires
two orthogonal channels and the associated bandwidth loss recovery has been an active research area
for several years. With full-duplex relaying, the relay node receives and transmits simultaneously on the
same channel and therefore utilizes the spectrum resources more efficiently [2], [3]. However, the main
limitation in full-duplex operation is the loopback interference (LI) (also known in the literature as the
loopback self-interference) due to signal leakage from the relay’s output to the input at the reception
side [4]–[7]. Specifically, the main drawback of full-duplex operation is the large power differential
between the LI generated by the full-duplex terminal and the received signal of interest coming from
a distant source. The large LI spans most of the dynamic range of the analog-to-digital converter at
the receiver side and thus its mitigation is critical for the implementation of full-duplex operation. In
modern communication systems such as WiFi, Bluetooth, and Femtocells, the transmission power and the
distance between communicating devices has been decreased. This important architectural modification
decreases the power differential between the two received signals. This attribute, combined with the
high computation capabilities of modern terminals, significantly facilitates the implementation of the
full-duplex radio technology [8]–[10].
In the literature, the combination of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) techniques with relaying
has been invoked to further enhance the communication performance [11], [12]. While most work has
focused on MIMO half-duplex relaying, recent work has also considered MIMO full-duplex relaying.
MIMO provides an effective means to suppress the LI in the spatial domain [6], [13], [14]. With multiple
transmit or receive antennas at the full-duplex relay, precoding at the transmitter and decoding at the
receiver can be jointly optimized to mitigate the LI effects. Zero forcing (ZF) and minimum mean square
error (MMSE) are two widely adopted criteria in the literature for the precoding and decoding design
[15]. ZF aims to completely null out undesired interference and provides an interference-free channel.
Although ZF normally results in sub-optimal solutions, its performance is nearly optimal in the high
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regime. MMSE is an improved precoder/decoder design compared to ZF,
which takes into account the background noise. The MMSE-based precoder has a more complicated
structure but it can improve the achievable QoS. Due to the implementation simplicity and the efficiency
in the high SNR regime, ZF becomes a useful design criterion to completely cancel the LI and break the
closed-loop between the relay input and output.
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3Assuming there is no closed-loop processing delay, the optimal precoding matrix for a full-duplex
amplify-and-forward (AF) relay that maximizes the mutual information under an average power constraint
is studied in [16]. In this case, the design approach and the resulting precoding solution are similar to
the half-duplex case. The joint precoding and decoding design for a full-duplex relay is studied in [6],
[17], where both ZF solutions and MMSE solutions are discussed. Notice that the ZF solution used in
[6], [17] and most early works uses a conventional approach based on the singular value decomposition
of the loopback self-interference channel. The main drawback of this approach is that the ZF solution
only exists given that the numbers of antennas at the source, full-duplex relay and the receiver satisfy a
certain condition. In order to overcome this limitation, [13] adopts an alternative criterion and proposes
to maximize the signal-to-interference ratios between the power of the useful signal to the power of LI
at the relay input and output, respectively. Conventional ZF precoding and decoding are chosen via the
singular vectors of the LI channels, however, this design does not take into account the other channels
and the end-to-end (e2e) performance. In [18], a joint design of ZF precoding and decoding is proposed
to fully null out the LI at the relay, taking into account the source-relay and relay-destination channels.
A simple approach is studied in [19], where an iterative algorithm that jointly optimizes the precoding
and decoding vectors in respect of the e2e performance, is investigated.
Most of the work in the literature does not deal with the joint optimization of the precoding and
decoding process, even for scenarios with multiple antennas at the terminals. Hence, the focus has
been restricted to full duplex relay processing which has led to strictly suboptimal e2e performance.
Furthermore, the available ZF-based solutions which do aim to optimize e2e performance are not given
in closed-form. Hence, in this paper, we consider a general case where each terminal can have arbitrary
multiple antennas and we jointly design precoding and decoding at the source, the relay and the destination
in order to maximize the achievable rate. For simplicity, a single data stream is transmitted and ZF criteria
are used by the full-duplex relay to handle the LI. We give the closed-form precoder/decoder solutions for
transmit and receive ZF schemes. Furthermore, the diversity orders are derived for the different schemes.
In addition, we also propose several low-complexity antenna selection (AS) schemes1 for MIMO full-
duplex relaying and analyze the outage probability of each scheme. The complexity of implementing
MIMO systems can be significantly decreased with AS, which employs fewer radio frequency chains
than antenna elements and then connects the chains to the best available antenna element [20]. Some
1We follow the footsteps of recent work such as [6] and investigate the performance of AS since both precoding/decoding and
AS schemes belong to the general category of MIMO spatial suppression techniques. ZF precoding/decoding designs and different
AS schemes studied in this paper eliminate/mitigate the effect of LI respectively, and hence offer different performance/complexity
tradeoff choices to a system designer. Moreover, AS can be viewed as a special case of precoding where the beamforming vector
only contains a single non zero unit element whose entry depends on the selected transmit/receive antenna.
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4limited work on AS in full-duplex relay systems can be found in [6], [14]. In [6], several spatial LI
suppression techniques based on antenna sub-set selection and joint transmit/receive beam selection have
been investigated. In [14], several low complexity antenna sub-set selection schemes have been proposed
with the objective to suppress LI at the relay’s transmit side. However, a basic limitation of the current
work is that AS is used only to achieve LI suppression. On the other hand, from a system performance
standpoint, it is important to deploy MIMO AS techniques such that the e2e signal-to-interference noise
ratio (SINR) at the destination is maximized.
The performance of AS in half-duplex relay systems is a mature topic and well studied, see for
e.g., [21]–[24]. On the other hand, to the best of authors’ knowledge, the current paper is the first to
analytically investigate the AS performance for full-duplex relay systems. Moreover, our analysis presents
new results in addition to earlier work such as [25], [26] where the outage probability of single antenna
full-duplex systems have been studied. Specifically, we select single transmit antennas at the source and
the relay, respectively, and single receive antennas at the relay and the destination, respectively. The
performance of the aforementioned system set-up with different AS schemes is quantified by deriving
exact, and asymptotic outage probability expressions. The asymptotic expressions illuminate the network
performance by revealing the comparative performances of the AS schemes in terms of the system and
channel parameters. Furthermore, in order to eliminate the zero-diversity behavior of the full-duplex
relaying due to the LI, we propose a new simple power allocation scheme2 at the relay, which only
involves a single parameter optimization. We also present optimal values for this parameter to minimize
the outage probability from a diversity perspective. These closed-form expressions are in the form of
fractions of the number of source/relay/destination antennas and reveal the spatial degrees of freedom
offered by each AS scheme. Moreover, these values can be calculated directly once a particular system
configuration is decided.
The main contributions of this paper are twofold.
• A low complexity joint precoding/decoding design for e2e SNR maximization is proposed. Specifi-
cally, based on ZF loopback self-interference suppression, receive/transmit beamforming vectors at
the relay are designed. Closed-form solutions for the scheme’s outage probability as well as high
SNR simple expressions are derived. Our analysis clearly reveals insights on system performance
and shows the impact on the achieved diversity order.
• Several AS schemes are proposed including the optimal AS scheme that maximizes the e2e SNR at
the destination and various sub-optimal AS schemes. In order to eliminate the zero diversity behavior
2It should be noted that due to the influence of LI, power adaptation (or “gain control” [26]) is an important issue for
full-duplex AF relaying.
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Fig. 1. Full-duplex MIMO relaying with multi-antenna source and destination nodes. The dashed line denotes the loopback
self-interference.
in such full-duplex MIMO systems, we propose a simple power allocation method at the relay. The
outage performance of the AS schemes are analytically investigated. Using the derived high SINR
outage approximations, we also investigate the optimal power allocation coefficient values.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the overall MIMO system model.
Sections III and IV present the joint precoding/decoding designs and AS schemes, respectively. The
outage probability of the precoding and AS schemes is analyzed in Section V and numerical results are
given in Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper and summarizes several key findings.
Notation: The lowercase and uppercase boldface letters (e.g., x and X) indicate column vectors and
matrices, respectively. I is the identity matrix and diag (a1, a2, . . . , an) denotes a diagonal matrix with
elements l = {a1, a2, . . . , an}. We use (·)† to denote the conjugate transpose, ‖ · ‖ is the Frobenius norm
and Tr(·) is the trace operation. λmax(X) denotes the maximum eigenvalue of a matrix X and umax(X)
represents the eigenvector associated with λmax(X). The expectation operator is denoted by E(·) and
Pr{·} is probability. Kν(z) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind of order ν.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a basic three-node MIMO relay network consisting of one source S, one relay R, and
one destination, D as shown in Fig. 1. We use NT and NR to denote the number of transmit and receive
antennas at S and D, respectively. The relay is equipped with two groups of antennas; MR receive and
MT transmit antennas for full-duplex operation. S has no direct link to D, which may result from heavy
path loss and high shadowing between S and D.
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6A. Channel Model
All wireless links in the network are subject to non-selective independent Rayleigh block fading
and additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN); HSR and HRD denote the S − R and R − D channels,
respectively, while HRR denotes the LI channel. In order to reduce the effects of self-interference on
system performance, an imperfect interference cancellation scheme (i.e. analog/digital cancellation) is
used at R and we model the residual LI channel as a fading feedback channel [4], [27], [28]. Moreover,
the noise at the nodes is modeled as complex AWGN with zero mean and normalized variance. In
addition, the single-input single-output channel corresponding to the i-th receive and the j-th transmit
antenna from terminal X to terminal Y , is denoted by hi,jXY where X ∈ {S,R} and Y ∈ {R,D}. As for
the average S − R and R−D channel statistics; we assume E{|hi,jSR|2} = cSR and E{|h
i,j
RD|
2} = cRD .
The experimental-based study in [8] has demonstrated that the amount of LI suppression achieved by an
analog/digital cancellation technique is influenced by several system and hardware parameters. Since each
implementation of a particular analog/digital LI cancellation scheme can be characterized by a specific
residual power, a parameterization by HRR with elements satisfying E{|hi,jRR|2} = cRR allows these
effects to be studied in a generic way [5]. We assume that the channel coefficients remain approximately
stationary for a long observation time (time slot), but change independently from one slot to another
according to a Rayleigh distribution. The channel coherence time is equal to one time slot. This assumption
applies to networks with a low mobility and corresponds to slow fading (block) channels where coding
is performed over one block.
B. System Model
This work studies full-duplex operation at a system level using some well-known models for the
characterization of the residual loop interference [6]. We note that the developed schemes do not refer
to a specific analogue or baseband implementation and can be applied to both by taking into account
related practical aspects (i.e., training sequence, antenna impedance mismatch, dynamic range etc). Further
implementation issues as well as more realistic radio environments (i.e., frequency selectivity) are beyond
the scope of this paper.
In order to keep the complexity low, we assume that a single data stream3 is transmitted and each
node employs only linear processing, i.e., S applies a precoding vector t on the data stream, while D
3Single stream beamforming delivers maximum diversity/array gains and is suitable in a slow fading environment. Also,
with multiple antennas at all three nodes, multiple independent data streams can be simultaneously sent, namely, multi-
stream beamforming systems. In such systems, although full-duplex operation mode aimed at utilizing spectrum resources
more efficiently can promise rate gains due to spatial multiplexing [30], in general they experience poor error performance [31].
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7uses a linear receive vector r to decode the signal, where ‖t‖ = ‖r‖ = 1. With the recent trend to
increase the number of antennas at the terminals (e.g., massive MIMO), linear processing solutions offer
an attractive solution for low complexity implementation. In contrast, the complexity of the optimal non
linear signal detection approach grows exponentially with the number of transmit antennas [29]. The
relaying operation is based on the AF policy with an amplification matrix W that keeps the transmitted
power at the relay node below the threshold PR. We jointly optimize t, r and W to maximize the e2e
system performance.
1) Joint Precoding/Decoding Design: ZF is chosen as the design criterion for the relay amplification
matrix W, such that there is no loopback self-interference from the relay output to relay input. To simplify
the problem, we further decouple W as W = wtw†r, where wr is the receive beamforming vector and
wt is the transmit beamforming vector both at the relay node. By fixing wr (or wt), wt (or wr) can be
jointly optimized with t at S and r at R to realize the overall zero loopback self-interference at R and
maximize the e2e SNR.
2) Antenna Selection: AS schemes can be considered as a special case of our system model with
one element of r and t being unity and the rest zero. Hence, only one element of W is non-zero
and this entry depends on the selected transmit and receive antennas at the relay. Specifically, in the
case of AS, we assume that at each terminal, a single antenna is selected either to maximize the e2e
SINR at D (with optimal AS) or to maximize SNRs/SINRs associated with S −R, R− R and R −D
links (with sub-optimal AS). The search complexity of the optimal scheme is high especially with a
large number of antennas at each terminal, therefore, the sub-optimal schemes provide a better trade-off
between implementation complexity and e2e system performance. Moreover, if S transmits with a power
PS , we model the transmit power at R, as PαS where 0 < α ≤ 1. The parameter α provides a dB scaling
of the relay transmit power which is necessary in the presence of residual LI. Hence, α captures the
effects of power control on the achieved performance as it allows the analysis of different relative power
gains between the SINR and the SNR of the S−R and R−D hops, respectively. Although the proposed
ZF precoding design operation is optimal with the use of full power at the relay (α = 1), as we show
later (in Section V), when AS schemes are implemented, an appropriate α can protect the MIMO relay
system from error floor effects and thus a zeroth-order diversity.
III. JOINT PRECODING/DECODING DESIGN
Based on the above system model, the equivalent S −R and R−D channels become
hSR , HSRt, and hRD = H†RDr. (1)
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8We first assume t, r are fixed and study their optimal design together with wr and w†t according to
different criteria.
By assuming a processing delay at R, given by τ [5], [6], the input and the output at R can be written
as
r[n] = hSRxS [n] +HRRxR[n] + nR[n], (2)
and
xR[n] =Wr[n− τ ], (3)
respectively, where xS[n] is the transmitted symbol at S with zero mean, average power PS and nR is
the MR × 1 AWGN vector with zero mean and identity covariance matrix.
Using (2) and (3) recursively, the relay output can be rewritten as
xR[n] = Wr[n− τ ] =WhSRxS [n− τ ] +WHRRxR[n− τ ] +WnR[n]
= W
∞∑
j=0
(HRRW)
j
(hSRxS [n− jτ − τ ] + nR[n− jτ ]) . (4)
Note that we aim to maximize the e2e SNR, and the optimal W should possess a minimum mean
square error (MMSE) structure, which is nontrivial to solve. To simplify the signal model, and find low-
complexity closed-form rather than optimal solutions, we add the additional ZF constraint that the design
of W ensures no loopback self-interference for the full-duplex operation. To realize this, it is easy to
check from (4) that the following condition is sufficient,
WHRRW = 0. (5)
As a result, (4) becomes
xR[n] = W (hSRxS [n− τ ] + nR[n]) , (6)
with the covariance matrix
E [xRx
†
R] = PSWhSRh
†
SRW
† +WW†. (7)
The relay output power is
PR = Tr(E [xRx†R]) = ‖WhSR‖
2PS + ‖W‖
2. (8)
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9The received signal at D can be written as
rD[n] = h
†
RDxR[n] + nD[n]
= h†RDWhSRxS [n− τ ] + h
†
RDWnR[n] + nD[n]. (9)
The e2e SINR, denoted as γ, is expressed as
γ =
PS |h
†
RDWhSR|
2
‖h†RDW‖
2 + 1
. (10)
We aim to optimize the relay processing matrices W in order to maximize the e2e SINR. Mathematically,
the optimization problem is formulated as
max
W
γ (in Eq. 10) (11)
s.t. PS‖WhSR‖2 + ‖W‖2 ≤ PR,
WHW = 0.
To further simply the problem, we assume W = wtw†r, where wr is the receive beamforming vector
and wt is the transmit beamforming vector. It is noted that W is of rank-1 and this is reasonable since
there is only a single data stream. Then the ZF condition is simplified to w†rHRRwt = 0. To achieve
this requirement, we can design wr or wt jointly with t and r, as described below.
A. Receive ZF with MR > 1
We assume maximum ratio transmission (MRT) with wt = hRD and optimize wr based on the ZF
criterion. Consequently, problem (11) reduces to
max
wr
PS‖hRD‖
4|w†rhSR|
2
‖hRD‖4‖wr‖2 + 1
(12)
s.t. PS‖hRD‖2|w†rhSR|
2 + ‖hRD‖
2‖wr‖
2 ≤ PR,
w
†
rHRRhRD = 0.
Note that the first power constraint needs to be satisfied with equality, otherwise, ‖wr‖ can be increased
without violating any constraint and this leads to a higher objective value. Hence, the objective function
(12) can be written as
PS‖hRD‖
4|w†rhSR|
2
‖hRD‖2(PR − PS‖hRD‖2|w
†
rhSR|2) + 1
,
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10
which is monotonically increasing in |w†rhSR|. As a result, (12) is equivalent to
max
wr
|w†rhSR|
2 (13)
s.t. PS‖hRD‖2|w†rhSR|
2 + ‖hRD‖
2‖wr‖
2 ≤ PR,
w
†
rHRRhRD = 0.
Let E , I+PShSRh†SR and E1/2wr = vr . With this definition, we can formulate a simple optimization
problem for vr as follows:
max
vr
|v†rE
−1/2
hSR|
2 (14)
s.t. ‖vr‖2 ≤
PR
‖hRD‖2
,
v
†
rE
−1/2
HRRhRD = 0.
From the ZF constraint, we know that vr lies in the null space of E−1/2HRRhRD . Hence, vr = Dur,
where D , I−E
−1/2
HRRhRDh
†
RDH
†
RRE
−1/2
‖E−1/2HRRhRD‖2
. The objective function in (14) then becomes |u†rDE−1/2hSR|2
and the optimal ur should align with DE−1/2hSR. Using the facts that the first power constraint should
be met with equality and D is idempotent, we can express the optimal solutions of (14) and (13) as
vr =
DE
−1/2
hSR
‖DE−1/2hSR‖
√
PR
‖hRD‖2
, and (15)
wr =
E
−1/2
DE
−1/2
hSR
‖DE−1/2hSR‖
√
PR
‖hRD‖2
.
The objective value in (12) involves |w†rhSR|2 and ‖wr‖2 which, from (15), are given by
|w†rhSR|
2 =
∣∣∣∣∣h†SRE−1/2DE−1/2hSR‖DE−1/2hSR‖
∣∣∣∣∣
2
PR
‖hRD‖2
=
PR
‖hRD‖2
h
†
SRE
−1/2
DE
−1/2
hSR
=
PR
‖hRD‖2
(
‖h†SRE
−1/2‖2 −
‖h†SRE
−1
HRRhRD‖
2
‖E−1/2HRRhRD‖2
)
=
PR
‖hRD‖2
‖HRRhRD‖
2‖hSR‖
2 − |h†SRHRRhRD|
2
‖HRRhRD‖2 + PS(‖HRRhRD‖2‖hSR‖2 − |h
†
SRHRRhRD|
2)
, (16)
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and
‖wr‖
2 =
PR
‖hRD‖2
− PS |w
†
rhSR|
2 (17)
=
PR
‖hRD‖2
−
PSPR
‖hRD‖2
‖HRRhRD‖
2‖hSR‖
2 − |h†SRHRRhRD|
2
‖HRRhRD‖2 + PS(‖HRRhRD‖2‖hSR‖2 − |h
†
SRHRRhRD|
2)
(18)
=
PR
‖hRD‖2
‖HRRhRD‖
2
‖HRRhRD‖2 + PS(‖HRRhRD‖2‖hSR‖2 − |h
†
SRHRRhRD|
2)
. (19)
Using (16) and (17) in (12), the achievable e2e SNR can be derived as
γ =
PS‖D̂hSR‖
2PR‖hRD‖
2
PS‖D̂hSR‖2 + PR‖hRD‖2 + 1
, (20)
where D̂ , I− HRRhRDh
†
RDH
†
RR
‖HRRhRD‖2
.
Next, we can address the design of t and r. Notice from (1) that t and r are embedded in ‖D̂hSR‖2
and ‖hRD‖2, respectively, so we propose the following solution to separately optimize t and r:
t
∗ = arg max
‖t‖=1
‖D̂hSR‖
2 = arg max
‖t‖=1
‖D̂HSRt‖
2 (21)
= umax(H
†
SRD̂HSR),
and
r
∗ = arg max
‖r‖=1
‖hRD‖
2 = arg max
‖r‖=1
‖H†RDr‖
2 (22)
= umax(H
†
RDHRD),
where we have used the fact that D̂ is idempotent. Note that D̂ also depends on r via hRD , so the above
solutions may not be optimal. Nevertheless, the choice of r∗ in (22) uniquely maximizes ‖hRD‖2 and
given this choice of r, t∗ in (21) uniquely maximizes ‖D̂hSR‖2. Hence, this approach is very appealing
and these simple closed-form solutions facilitate both the precoder/receive vector design and performance
analysis.
Substituting t∗ and r∗ back into (20), the e2e SNR can be expressed as
γ =
PS‖D̂HSR‖
2
2PR‖HRD‖
2
2
PS‖D̂HSR‖
2
2 + PR‖HRD‖
2
2 + 1
, (23)
where ‖X‖22 = λmax(XX†).
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B. Transmit ZF with MT > 1
We assume that wr = hSR, i.e., the relay employs a maximal-ratio combining (MRC) receive
beamforming vector, and optimizes the transmit ZF vector wt. In this case, we can simplify problem
(11) as:
max
wt
PS |h
†
RDwt|
2‖hSR‖
4
|h†RDwt|
2‖hSR‖2 + 1
(24)
s.t. ‖wt‖2 ≤
PR
‖hSR‖4PS + ‖hSR‖2
,
h
†
SRHRRwt = 0,
or equivalently using monotonicity,
max
wt
|h†RDwt|
2 (25)
s.t. ‖wt‖2 ≤
PR
‖hSR‖4PS + ‖hSR‖2
,
h
†
SRHRRwt = 0.
Following the same procedure employed to obtain (15), the solution of (25) is given by
w
∗
t =
√
PR
‖hSR‖4PS + ‖hSR‖2
BhRD
‖BhRD‖
, (26)
where we have defined B , I− H
†
RRhSRh
†
SRHRR
‖h†SRHRR‖
2
. With w∗t , the optimized e2e SNR can be expressed as
γ =
PS‖hSR‖
2PR‖BhRD‖
2
PS‖hSR‖2 + PR‖BhRD‖2 + 1
. (27)
Similar to the receive ZF scheme, we propose the following solutions for t and r (which may not be
optimal)
t
∗ = arg max
‖t‖=1
‖hSR‖
2 = arg max
‖t‖=1
‖HSRt‖
2 (28)
= umax(H
†
SRHSR),
and
r
∗ = arg max
‖r‖=1
‖BhRD‖
2 = arg max
‖r‖=1
‖BHRDr‖
2 (29)
= umax(H
†
RDBHRD),
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respectively. Finally, substituting t∗ and r∗ into (27), the e2e SNR can be expressed as
γ =
PS‖HSR‖
2
2PR‖BH
†
RD‖
2
2
PS‖HSR‖22 + PR‖BH
†
RD‖
2
2 + 1
. (30)
IV. ANTENNA SELECTION
This section deals with the problem of AS for the full-duplex MIMO relay channel considered. AS
is proposed as an alternative to the e2e optimization and is particularly relevant to systems with stricter
computational/energy constraints. Full-duplex relay AS introduces new design challenges due to the
presence of LI and differs from the existing body of AS literature in several ways. As explained below,
with full-duplex operation, several AS choices that provide different performance/complexity tradeoff
exist while a straightforward AS strategy (see for e.g. [21]) can be used to maximize the performance in
half-duplex AS systems. Moreover, power allocation is an important issue with different full duplex AS
schemes while half-duplex AS schemes can use full power at the relay (in the absence of LI).
The AF process at R employs the conventional amplification factor [5, Eq. (4)] which guarantees the
stability of the relay and prevents oscillation. This particular choice of amplification process is also simple
to use since R can adaptively adjust its transmit power to a constant level. In this case, the instantaneous
e2e SINR is expressed as [4], [5]
γi,j,k,l =
γi,jSR
γi,lRR+1
γ
k,l
RD
γi,jSR
γi,lRR+1
+ γk,lRD + 1
, (31)
where γi,jSR = PS |h
i,j
SR|
2
, and γk,lRD = PαS |h
k,l
RD|
2 are the instantaneous SNRs of the S −R and the R−D
links while γi,lRR = PαS |h
i,l
RR|
2 is the instantaneous interference-to-noise ratio (INR) of the R − R link.
In order to facilitate the analysis of the outage probability in Section V-B, we also restate the average
SNRs of the S −R and the R −D links as γ¯SR , PScSR and γ¯RD , PαS cRD , respectively. Moreover,
γ¯RR , P
α
S cRR is the average INR of the R−R link.
A. Optimal Antenna Selection
Denote the selected receive and transmit antenna indexes at R and S, and the receive and transmit
antenna indexes at D and R are by I, J,K,L, respectively. The optimal AS (OP AS) scheme can be
expressed as
{I, J,K,L} = argmax
1≤i≤MR,1≤j≤NT
1≤k≤NR,1≤l≤MT
(
γi,j,k,l
)
. (32)
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The OP AS scheme maximizes the e2e SINR, however it has a high computation and implementation
complexity. In a centralized architecture, a central unit requires the knowledge of all links (S−R, R−R
and R−D) in order to decide on the selected antennas.
B. max-max Antenna Selection
The max−max AS (MM AS) scheme selects the best S − R and R −D links without considering
the LI and can be expressed as
{I, J} = argmax
1≤i≤MR,1≤j≤NT
(
γ
i,j
SR
)
, {K,L} = argmax
1≤k≤NR,1≤l≤MT
(
γ
k,l
RD
)
. (33)
Note that the MM AS scheme, which is SNR optimal in conventional half-duplex relaying [21], becomes
strictly sub-optimal in full-duplex relaying since it does not take into account the effect of LI. However,
the MM AS scheme can be easily implemented by estimating the S−R channels at R and using channel
feedback (on the R−D link) from D to R, related to the selected antenna index K.
C. Partial Antenna Selection
The partial AS (PR AS) scheme4 simplifies the selection problem by decoupling the two relaying hops
according to the following rule
{I, J, L} = argmax
1≤i≤MR,1≤j≤NT ,1≤l≤MT
(
γ
i,j
SR
γ
i,l
RR + 1
)
, {K} = argmax
1≤k≤NR
(
γ
k,L
RD
)
. (34)
The PR AS scheme provides a good performance/implementation complexity trade-off since it reduces
the searching set of the optimal solution while it also takes into account the LI. It is worth noting that
channel feedback from D to R is not required since the relay transmit antenna is selected independently
of the second hop.
D. Loop Interference Antenna Selection
The loop interference AS (LI AS) scheme selects the receive/transmit antennas in order to minimize
the effects of LI according to
{I, L} = argmin
1≤i≤MR,1≤l≤MT
(
γ
i,l
RR
)
, {J} = argmax
1≤j≤NT
(
γ
I,j
SR
)
, {K} = argmax
1≤k≤NR
(
γ
k,L
RD
)
. (35)
4The name for this AS scheme was adopted in the same spirit where selection schemes based on the first-hop CSI are identified
as partial relay selection in the literature [28].
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This scheme is analogous to the LI suppression policies with relay precoders proposed in [6], [14]. The
LI AS aims to minimize the deleterious effects of LI, while some improvement in the S − R, R − D
channels is also extracted by selecting antennas at S and D.
V. OUTAGE PROBABILITY ANALYSIS
In this section, we study the outage probability of the precoding/decoding designs as well as the
AS schemes presented in Sections III and IV, respectively. We derive exact expressions for the outage
probability and based on these results, the asymptotic behavior is also studied to reveal important insights
such as the diversity order.
A. Joint Precoding/Decoding Designs
The rate outage probability, Pout, is defined as the probability that the instantaneous mutual information,
I = log2 (1 + γ), falls below a target rate of R0 bits per channel use (BPCU). Hence,
Pout = Pr (log2 (1 + γ) ≤ R0) = Fγ (γT ) , (36)
where γT = 2R0 − 1 and Fγ (·) is the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of the e2e SNR.
1) Receive ZF: From (23), we can now derive the outage probability of the system. To this end, we
first note that ‖D̂HSR‖22 = λmax
(
H
†
SRD̂
†
D̂HSR
)
can be written as
‖D̂HSR‖
2
2
= λmax
(
H
†
SR
(
I−
HRRhRDh
†
RDH
†
RR
‖HRRhRD‖2
)
HSR
)
= λmax
(
H
†
SRΦ
† (I− diag (1, 0, . . . , 0))ΦHSR
)
= λmax
(
Ĥ
†
SRdiag (0, 1, . . . , 1) ĤSR
)
= λmax
(
H˘
†
SRH˘SR
)
, (37)
where Φ is a unitary matrix, ĤSR = ΦHSR and H˘SR is a (MR − 1) × NT matrix. In (37), the first
equality follows from the fact that D̂ = D̂†D̂. The second equality is due to the eigen decomposition
( HRRhRD‖HRRhRD‖ is a MR × 1 normalized column vector and has rank 1). Hence, ‖D̂HSR‖22 is the maximum
eigenvalue of a Wishart matrix
(
H˘
†
SRH˘SR
)
with dimensions (MR − 1)×NT .
We now derive the exact outage probability with receive ZF using the result for ‖D̂HSR‖22 in (23) in
conjunction with ‖HRD‖22. The required cdf of the e2e SNR can be derived by adopting a similar approach
as in [33, Appendix I]. Specifically, we can express the cdf of γ as Fγ(γT ) = Pr
(
γSRγRD
γSR+γRD+1
< γT
)
=
1−
∫∞
0 F¯γRD
(
(γT+y+1)γT
y
)
fγSR(γT+y)dy, where F¯γRD (x) is the complementary cdf of γRD, and fγSR(x)
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is the probability density function (pdf) of γSR, with γSR = PS‖D̂HSR‖22 and γRD = PR‖HSR‖22. By
using [32, Eq. (23)], we can obtain the pdf of γSR and the cdf of γRD as
fγSR(x) =
min(NT ,MR−1)∑
a=1
(NT+MR−1)a−2a2∑
b=|NT−MR+1|
ab+1d1(a, b)
(b)!γ¯b+1SR
xbe
− ax
γ¯SR ,
and
FγRD(x) = 1−
min(MT ,NR)∑
k=1
(MT+NR)k−2k2∑
l=|MT−NR|
l∑
m=0
kmd2(k, l)
(m)!γ¯mRD
xme
− kx
γ¯RD ,
respectively, where the average SNR of the S − R and R − D links are given by γ¯SR = PScSR and
γ¯RD = PRcRD . The coefficients, dl(i, j), l = 1, 2 are given in [32] for some system configurations and
can be efficiently computed using the algorithm in [34]. We now substitute the above pdf and cdf into
the integral representation of Fγ(γT ) and solve it in closed-form using [35, Eq. (3.471.9)] to yield
Fγ(γT ) = 1−
s1∑
a=1
(NT+MR−1)a−2a2∑
b=|NT−MR+1|
s2∑
k=1
(MT+NR)k−2k2∑
l=|MT−NR|
l∑
m=0
(38)
×
m∑
u=0
b∑
v=0
2
(m
u
)(b
v
)
d1(a, b)d2(k, l)k
u+v+m+1
2 γ
m+2b+u−v+1
2
T (1 + γT )
m−u+v+1
2
b!m!a
u+v−m−2b−1
2 γ¯
2b−u−v+m+1
2
SR γ¯
u+v+m+1
2
RD
× e
−
(
a
γ¯SR
+ k
γ¯RD
)
γTKu+v−m+1
(
2
√
ak (1 + γT ) γT
γ¯SRγ¯RD
)
,
where s1 = min (NT ,MR − 1) and s2 = min (MT , NR).
In order to further obtain insights, such as diversity order, we now present a simplified asymptotic
outage probability. Specifically, we adopt the upper bound, γ ≤ min (γSR, γRD), to γ. This bound is
tight for medium-to-high SNR values and in [36] it was shown that it is also asymptotically-exact in the
high SNR regime [36]. Therefore, using simple order statistics we can express the asymptotic cdf of the
e2e SNR as F∞γ (x) = Fγ∞SR(x) + Fγ∞RD (x)− Fγ∞SR(x)Fγ∞RD (x).
It can be easily shown that at high SNRs, F∞γ (x) can be approximated by a single term polynomial
approximation. To see this, we first need polynomial approximations for γSR and γRD. These results can
be borrowed from [37, Eq. (7)] and with the aid of F∞γ (x) we can show that
P∞out =

∏s1−1
k=0 k!∏s1−1
k=0 (t1+k)!
(
γT
γ¯SR
)NT (MR−1)
NT (MR − 1) < MTNR,
∏s1−1
k=0 k!∏s1−1
k=0 (t1+k)!
(
γT
γ¯SR
)NE
+
∏s2−1
k=0 k!∏s2−1
k=0 (t2+k)!
(
γT
γ¯RD
)NE
NT (MR − 1) = MTNR = NE,
∏s2−1
k=0 k!∏s2−1
k=0 (t2+k)!
(
γT
γ¯RD
)MTNR
NT (MR − 1) > MTNR,
(39)
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where t1 = max (NT ,MR − 1) and t2 = max (MT , NR). By inspecting (39), we see that our full-duplex
receive ZF design achieves a diversity order of min (NT (MR − 1),MTNR).
2) Transmit ZF: Using an equivalent approach to that used for the receive ZF scheme and omitting
details for conciseness, the exact outage probability can be expressed as
Fγ(γT ) = 1−
s3∑
a=1
(NT+MR)a−2a2∑
b=|NT−MR|
s4∑
k=1
(MT+NR−1)k−2k2∑
l=|MT−NR−1|
l∑
m=0
(40)
×
m∑
u=0
b∑
v=0
2
(m
u
)(b
v
)
d1(a, b)d2(k, l)k
u+v+m+1
2 γ
m+2b+u−v+1
2
T (1 + γT )
m−u+v+1
2
b!m!a
u+v−m−2b−1
2 γ¯
2b−u−v+m+1
2
SR γ¯
u+v+m+1
2
RD
× e
−
(
a
γ¯SR
+ k
γ¯RD
)
γTKu+v−m+1
(
2
√
ak (1 + γT ) γT
γ¯SRγ¯RD
)
,
where s3 = min (NT ,MR) and s4 = min (MT − 1, NR).
Furthermore, we can express the asymptotic outage probability of transmit ZF as
P∞out =

∏s3−1
k=0 k!∏s3−1
k=0 (t3+k)!
(
γT
γ¯SR
)NTMR
NTMR < (MT − 1)NR,
∏s3−1
k=0 k!∏s3−1
k=0 (t3+k)!
(
γT
γ¯SR
)ME
+
∏s4−1
k=0 k!∏s4−1
k=0 (t4+k)!
(
γT
γ¯RD
)ME
NTMR = (MT − 1)NR = ME ,
∏s4−1
k=0 k!∏s4−1
k=0 (t4+k)!
(
γT
γ¯RD
)(MT−1)NR
NTMR > (MT − 1)NR,
(41)
where t3 = max (NT ,MR) and t4 = max (MT − 1, NR). From Eq. (41) we see that with transmit ZF,
a diversity order of min (NTMR, (MT − 1)NR) can be achieved.
On the other hand, half-duplex MIMO hop-by-hop (MRT/MRC) beamforming exhibits a diversity order
of min (NTMR,MTNR). As a result, although half-duplex hop-by-hop beamforming delivers a superior
diversity performance in general, in certain antenna configurations, half-duplex hop-by-hop beamforming
and full-duplex ZF designs offer the same diversity.
B. Antenna Selection
In this subsection, we investigate the outage probability of the proposed full-duplex based AS schemes.
We derive exact as well as approximate outage expressions when PS →∞ for comparison of the proposed
AS schemes. By considering the definition of the outage probability, we can write5
P⋆ = Pr
log2
1 + γ
I,J
SR
γI,LRR+1
γ
K,L
RD
γI,JSR
γI,LRR+1
+ γK,LRD + 1
 < R0
 . (42)
5In the following subsections, the statistical distributions of γI,JSR , γ
I,L
RR and γ
K,L
RD may differ depending on the AS scheme.
Any remark concerning the distributions of these RVs is strictly limited to the particular AS scheme.
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For “optimal”, “max−max”, “partial” and “loop interference” AS schemes, the subscript ⋆ in (42) refers
to OP, MM, PR and LI, respectively.
1) Optimal Antenna Selection: Let γOP denote the e2e SINR at D for the OP AS scheme. The outage
probability of the OP AS scheme can be written as
POP = FγOP (γT ) , (43)
where FX(·) denotes the cdf of the random variable (RV), X. Obtaining an analytical expression for
POP appears to be a cumbersome problem due to the dependencies between the SINR variables being
maximized. Therefore, we have performed simulations to evaluate the outage performance of the OP AS
scheme in Section V. Further, under some special antenna configurations, for example with MR = MT = 1,
the OP AS scheme is equivalent to the MM AS scheme for which an analytical expression is presented
below.
We now state the asymptotic behavior of the OP AS scheme in Proposition 1.
Proposition 1: The outage probability of the OP AS scheme as PS →∞ can be approximated by
POP ≈ C1
(
γ¯RRγT
γ¯SR
)NTMR
+ C2
(
γT
γ¯RD
)MTNR
, (44)
where C1 > 0 and C2 > 0 are two positive constants.
Proof: We first lower bound γOP by γMM, where γMM is the SINR of the suboptimal MM AS scheme.
In the following subsection, we show that as PS tends to infinity, the corresponding upper bound, POP ≤
PMM, can be approximated by PMM ≈ (NTMR)!
(
γ¯RRγT
γ¯SR
)NTMR
+
(
γT
γ¯RD
)MTNR
. Next we upper bound
γOP by γUB,6 defined as γUB ,
X1
Y
X2
X1
Y
+X2+1
where X1 and X2 are the maximum of NTMR and MTNR
exponential RVs with parameters, γ¯SR and γ¯RD , respectively, while Y is a RV chosen as the minimum of
MTMR exponential RVs with parameter γ¯RR. As PS tends to infinity, we can show that the corresponding
lower bound, POP > PLB can be approximated by PLB ≈ (NTMR)!(MTMR)NTMR
(
γ¯RRγT
γ¯SR
)NTMR
+
(
γT
γ¯RD
)MTNR
.
Since the upper and lower bounds of POP have the same diversity order, (44) follows and the proof is
completed.
Using the above asymptotic result, we now derive the optimal α to yield the power allocation solution at
the relay. Following the respective definitions and expressing γ¯SR, γ¯RR and γ¯RD explicitly in terms of PS ,
we see that the first term in (44) decays as P−(1−α)NTMRS while the second term decays as P−αMTNRS .
6The SINR upper bound, γUB corresponds to a “virtual” system in which transmit/receive AS is decoupled to consider the
best S −R and R−D links and the weakest LI (R−R) link, respectively, since such a strategy will maximize the e2e SINR
in (31). However, clearly such a AS scheme is not possible in our system, since selecting a particular transmit/receive antenna
pair at R will automatically fix the LI link, i.e., AS for the links can not be performed independently.
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Therefore, depending on the value of α, the first or the second term in (44) becomes dominant and
determines the total asymptotic outage probability. Outage minimization from a diversity perspective
occurs when (1− α)NTMR = αMTNR and we have
αOPopt =
NTMR
NTMR +MTNR
, (45)
with Pα
OS
opt
S as the optimal power allocation solution at the relay. Moreover, the highest diversity order,
dmax,OP, achieved with the OP AS scheme is given by
dmax,OP =
1
(MTNR)
−1 + (NTMR)
−1 . (46)
2) max−max Antenna Selection: With this scheme, γI,JSR is simply the largest of NTMR exponential
RVs with parameter γ¯SR, γK,LRD is simply the largest of MTNR exponential RVs with parameter γ¯RD , and,
since the R−R link is ignored, γI,LR,R is an exponential RV with parameter γ¯RR. The outage probability
of MM AS can be written as
PMM = 1−
∫ ∞
0
FX
(
(y + γT + 1)γT
y
)
fY (y + γT )dy, (47)
where X = γ
I,J
SR
γI,LRR+1
, Y = γK,LRD and FX (·) denotes the complementary cdf of the RV, X. Clearly, in order
to evaluate (47) we first need to find the cdf and the pdf of X and Y , respectively. The cdf of X can be
expressed as
FX(x) =
1
γ¯RR
∫ ∞
0
FγI,JSR
((y + 1)x) e
− y
γ¯RR dy (48)
= 1−NTMR
NTMR−1∑
p=0
(−1)p
(NTMR−1
p
)
e
− (p+1)x
γ¯SR
(p+ 1)
(
1 + (p+1)γ¯RRxγ¯SR
) .
The second equality in (48) follows since the binomial expansion FγI,JSR (x) =
(
1− e
− x
γ¯SR
)NTMR
can
be written as FγI,JSR (x) = 1−NTMR
∑NTMR−1
p=0
(−1)p(NTMR−1p )
p+1 e
− (p+1)x
γ¯SR . We can now write (47) as
PMM = 1−NTMRMTNR
NTMR−1∑
p=0
(−1)p
(
NTMR−1
p
)
p+ 1
MTNR−1∑
q=0
(−1)q
(
MTNR−1
q
)
γ¯RD
(49)
×
∫ ∞
0
e
−
(p+1)(y+γT +1)γT
γ¯SRy
−
(q+1)(y+γT )
γ¯RD(
1 + (p+1)(y+γT+1)γ¯RRγTγ¯SRy
) dy.
Eq. (49) does not admit a closed-form solution. However, it can be easily evaluated numerically using
standard mathematical software tools.
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In order to derive an accurate closed-form outage expression applicable in the asymptotic regime
(PS →∞), we consider
PMM ≥ Pr
{
min
(
γ
I,J
SR
γ
I,K
RR + 1
, γ
K,L
RD
)
< γT
}
(50)
→ 1−NTMRMTNR
NTMR−1∑
p=0
(−1)p
(
NTMR−1
p
)
(p + 1)
(
1 + (p+1)γ¯RRγTγ¯SR
) MTNR−1∑
q=0
(−1)q
(
MTNR−1
q
)
q + 1
e
−
(
p+1
γ¯SR
+ q+1
γ¯RD
)
γT
,
where Fmin(X,Y )(·) = 1−(1− FX (·)) (1− FY (·)) has been used. Ignoring the product term FX (·)FY (·)
as it gives higher order terms, we observe that the asymptotic behavior of PMM can be further approximated
as PMM ≈ FX (γT ) + FY (γT ). Consider FX (γT ) as PS → ∞; for small x = γTγ¯SR we can simplify
FX (x) =
e
− x
γ¯SR
γ¯RR
∫∞
0
(
1− e
− x
γ¯SR
)NTMR
e
− y
γ¯RR dy as
FX(x) ≈
xNTMR
γ¯RR
∫ ∞
0
yNTMRe
− y
γ¯RR dy (51)
= (NTMR)! (γ¯RRx)
NTMR .
Similarly, we can show that as PS →∞, FY (γT ) ≈
(
γT
γ¯RD
)MTNR
. Therefore, (50) can be simplified for
0 < α < 1 as
PMM ≈ (NTMR)!
(
γ¯RRγT
γ¯SR
)NTMR
+
(
γT
γ¯RD
)MTNR
. (52)
As an immediate observation, from (44) and (52) we see that the OP AS scheme and the MM AS scheme
achieve the same diversity performance. As a result, we have αMMopt = αOPopt with P
αMM
opt
S as the optimal
power allocation solution at the relay and the highest diversity order, achieved with the MM AS scheme
is also dmax,MM = 1(MTNR)−1+(NTMR)−1 . However, compared to the MM AS scheme, the OP AS scheme
has a higher array gain as verified in Section VI.
3) Partial Antenna Selection: The outage probability of this scheme can be evaluated from
PPR = 1−
∫ ∞
0
FX
(
(y + γT + 1)γT
y
)
fY (y + γT )dy, (53)
with X = γ
I,J
SR
γI,LRR+1
and Y = γK,LRD . The required distributions of X and Y are different to the previous case
of max−max AS and in order to calculate PPR we need to evaluate them. For any i-th relay receive
antenna, the ratio γ
i,j
SR
γi,lRR+1
is maximized when the strongest S−R channel and the weakest R−R channel
from the ith antenna (i = 1, . . . ,MR) are selected. Since there are MR antennas, the cdf of X can be
evaluated as FX(x) =
(∫∞
0 FA ((y + 1)x) fB(y)dy
)MR
, where A is a RV defined as the largest among
NT exponentially distributed RVs, while B is the smallest out of MT exponentially distributed RVs.
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Substituting the required cdf and the pdf into FX(x) with simplifications yields
FX(x) =
1−NT NT−1∑
p=0
(−1)p
(NT−1
p
)
e
− (p+1)x
γ¯SR
(p+ 1)
(
1 + (p+1)γ¯RRxMT γ¯SR
)
MR . (54)
Furthermore, we notice that the RV, Y = γK,LRD , is simply the largest among NR exponential RVs with
parameter γ¯RD . Therefore, the pdf of Y can be written as fY (y) = NRγ¯RD
∑NR−1
q=0 (−1)
q
(
NR−1
q
)
e
− (q+1)y
γ¯RD .
Combining these results, the exact outage probability of the PR AS scheme can be written as
PPR = 1−
NR
γ¯RD
NR−1∑
q=0
(−1)q
(
NR − 1
q
)
Iq, (55)
where the integral Iq is defined as
Iq =
∫ ∞
0
1−
1−NT NT−1∑
p=0
(−1)p
(
NT−1
p
)
e
−
(p+1)(y+γT +1)γT
γ¯SRy
(p+ 1)
(
1 + (p+1)γ¯RR(y+γT+1)γTMT γ¯SRy
)
MR
 e− (q+1)(y+γT )γ¯RD dy. (56)
In order to derive an accurate closed-form expression for the outage probability with PS → ∞ we
consider
PPR ≥ Pr
{
min
(
γ
I,J
SR
γ
I,K
RR + 1
, γ
K,L
RD
)
< γT
}
(57)
≈
(
NT !
MNTT
)MR (
γ¯RRγT
γ¯SR
)NTMR
+
(
γT
γ¯RD
)NR
,
for 0 < α < 1. We see that the first term decays as P−(1−α)NTMRS while the second term decays as
P−αNRS . Therefore, outage minimization occurs when (1− α)NTMR = αNR and we have
αPRopt =
NTMR
NTMR +NR
, (58)
with Pα
PR
opt
S as the optimal power allocation solution at the relay. Therefore, the highest diversity order,
dmax,PR, achieved with the PR AS scheme can be expressed as
dmax,PR =
1
N−1R + (NTMR)
−1 . (59)
4) Loop Interference Antenna Selection: In the case of the LI AS scheme, the outage probability can
be evaluated from
PLI = 1−
∫ ∞
0
FX
(
(y + γT + 1)γT
y
)
fY (y + γT )dy, (60)
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where X = γ
I,J
SR
γI,LRR+1
and Y = γK,LRD . Since receive/transmit antennas at R are selected to minimize the
LI, with this scheme γI,LRR is the minimum of MRMT exponential RVs with parameter γ¯RR, while γ
I,J
SR
and γK,LRD are the largest of NT and NR exponential RVs with parameters γ¯SR and γ¯RD, respectively.
Therefore, the required cdf of X can be found using
FX(x) = 1−
NTMRMT
γ¯RR
NT−1∑
p=0
(−1)p
(NT−1
p
)
p+ 1
∫ ∞
0
e
− (p+1)(y+1)x
γ¯SR e
−
MRMT y
γ¯RR dy. (61)
Simplifying the integral in (61) yields
FX(x) = 1−NT
NT−1∑
p=0
(−1)p
(NT−1
p
)
e
− (p+1)x
γ¯SR
(p+ 1)
(
1 + (p+1)γ¯RRxMRMT γ¯SR
) . (62)
Now, combining the pdf of Y and (62) we can express the exact outage probability as
PLI = 1−
NTNR
γ¯RD
NT−1∑
p=0
(−1)p
(
NT−1
p
)
p+ 1
NR−1∑
q=0
(−1)q
(
NR − 1
q
)∫ ∞
0
e
−
(p+1)(y+γT +1)γT
γ¯SRy e
−
(q+1)(y+γT )
γ¯RD(
1 + (p+1)γ¯RRγT (y+γT+1)MRMT γ¯SRy
) dy.
(63)
We now present an asymptotic approximation for the outage probability of the LI AS scheme. The outage
probability as PS →∞ can be approximated by
PLI ≥ Pr
{
min
(
γ
I,J
SR
γ
I,K
RR + 1
, γ
K,L
RD
)
< γT
}
(64)
→ 1−NTNR
NT−1∑
p=0
(−1)p
(
NT−1
p
)
e
− (p+1)x
γ¯SR
(p + 1)
(
1 + (p+1)γ¯RRxMRMT γ¯SR
) NR−1∑
q=0
(−1)q
(
NR−1
q
)
q + 1
e
− (q+1)y
γ¯RD .
Eq. (64) can be simplified as
PLI ≈
NT !
(MRMT )NT
(
γ¯RRγT
γ¯SR
)NT
+
(
γT
γ¯RD
)NR
, (65)
for 0 < α < 1. We see that the first term decays as P−(1−α)NTS while the second term decays as P
−αNR
S .
As for the previous AS schemes, the optimum α value can be found from (1 − α)NT = αNR and is
given by
αLIopt =
NT
NT +NR
, (66)
to yield Pα
LI
opt
S as the optimal power allocation solution at the relay.
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TABLE I
DIVERSITY ORDER AND COMPLEXITY FOR THE PRECODING DESIGNS AND AS SCHEMES.
Scheme Diversity Order Complexity
Receive ZF min (NT (MR − 1),MTNR) high
Transmit ZF min (NTMR, (MT − 1)NR) high
OP AS 1
(MTNR)
−1+(NTMR)
−1 NTMRMTNR
MM AS 1
(MTNR)
−1+(NTMR)
−1 NTMR +MTNR
PR AS 1
N−1R +(NTMR)
−1 NTMRMT +NR
LI AS 1
N−1T +N
−1
R
NT +MRMT +NR
Further, the highest diversity order, dmax,LI, achieved with the LI AS scheme can be expressed as
dmax,LI =
1
N−1T +N
−1
R
. (67)
C. Comparisons of the Schemes
Table 1 summarizes the diversity order achieved from the investigated schemes as well as their
associated complexity. The first main observation is that the precoding designs outperform the AS
schemes in terms of diversity gain. The utilization of all antenna elements mitigates the LI effects
and ensures a diversity order that is dominated by the weakest relaying branch. We note that due to the
received/transmitted ZF operation, one antenna element is reserved for spatial cancellation at the relay’s
input/output, respectively. On the other hand, OP AS and MM AS schemes achieve similar diversity
performance and significantly outperform the PR AS and LI AS schemes. Another interesting observation
is that the diversity order of the PR AS scheme does not depend on MT . Similarly, in the case of LI AS
the diversity order is independent of the number of relay antennas. By comparing the results in Column
2 of Table 1, it is easy to see that with MR,MT > 1
dprecoding > dOP = dMM > dPR > dLI. (68)
As for the complexity, the precoding schemes utilize all the antennas and require a radio frequency chain
for each antenna element. In addition, the computation of the beamforming vectors involves demanding
mathematical operations such as matrix multiplication, matrix inversion and eigen-decomposition giving
a general complexity of O(n3). Therefore, although ZF precoding designs achieve higher diversity
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performance, they are characterized by a higher complexity in comparison to AS schemes. The proposed
AS schemes also correspond to different complexities and are appropriate for networks with different
computational capabilities. In order to provide a simple comparison of their complexity, we use as a
metric the number of channels that should be examined in order to apply each AS scheme. It is worth
noting that each channel in most of the cases is associated with a feedback channel (and a training
process) in a centralized implementation. The OP AS examines all the possible combinations and therefore
corresponds to a high complexity equal to NTMRMTNR channels. The MM AS scheme decouples
the AS selection into two independent groups and therefore has a complexity of (NTMR + MTNR)
channels. The PR AS scheme decouples the R−D link in the selection process and gives a complexity
of (NTMRMT + NR) channels. Finally, the LI AS scheme is based on the LI channel and thus has a
complexity of (NT +MRMT +NR) channels.
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we give numerical examples for the outage probability of the proposed precoding and
AS schemes. The simulation set-up follows the system model of Section II with R0 = 2 BPCU, and
cSR = cRD = 1. Although we have considered a symmetric setup, i.e., cSR = cRD , the main observations
shown for AS schemes in Figs. 4-6 are also valid for asymmetric setups, where cSR 6= cRD .
A. Joint Precoding/Decoding Designs
Fig. 2 shows the results for the receive ZF based precoding design with different antenna configu-
rations. The specific values of NT ,MR,MT , NR for each antenna configuration are shown inside the
figure labels as (NT ,MR,MT , NR) respectively. These results reveal several interesting observations
useful for system designers. The achievable diversity orders of the considered configurations, given by
min (NT (MR − 1),MTNR), are 1, 2 and 3, respectively. Therefore, although only one receive antenna is
used at D, the performance can be improved by selecting appropriate design parameters at S and R. This
attribute of the system is useful under different conditions; e.g., when fixed infrastructure based relays are
employed, they can be equipped with many antennas while user terminals that act as relays have space
constraints, and here the source can be equipped with many antennas. We also observe that although
(2, 2, 2, 1) and (2, 3, 2, 1) enjoys a diversity order of two, the latter has a superior performance as a result
of higher array gain. The same observation can be seen when (3, 2, 3, 1) and (2, 3, 3, 1) are compared.
In the first case, additional performance gain is obtained via increasing MR (also (2, 3, 2, 1) has one
more total number of antennas compared to (2, 2, 2, 1)). However, in the second case, while (3, 2, 3, 1)
and (2, 3, 3, 1) have the same number of total antennas, swapping NS with MR improves the outage
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Fig. 2. Outage probability versus per hop average SNR for the receive ZF based precoding design with different antenna
configurations.
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Fig. 3. Outage probability versus per hop average SNR of precoding designs with different antenna configurations.
probability. For comparison, we have included results for half-duplex hop-by-hop beamforming [33] with
two configurations, namely (2, 2, 1, 1) and (2, 3, 3, 1) and γT = 22R0 − 1. These results can be compared
for example with (2, 2, 1, 1) full-duplex operation and refer to the so called “RF chain preserved” condition
and the “number of antenna preserved” (at the relay) condition.
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Fig. 4. Outage probability versus PS ; cRR = 0.05 and α = 1. The results for OP, MM, PR and LI AS schemes are computed
via simulations and (49), (55), (63) respectively.
We show results for transmit ZF based precoding design with different antenna configurations in Fig. 3.
The achievable diversity orders of the considered configurations, given by min (NTMR, (MT − 1)NR),
are again 1, 2 and 3, respectively. We also compare the performance of the (2, 3, 2, 3) configuration
under receive and transmit ZF designs, and the achievable diversity order of the former design given by
min (NT (MR − 1),MTNR) is four. Interestingly, receive ZF design exhibits a superior performance to
transmit ZF since the former enjoys fourth order diversity order while the latter only has a diversity order
of three. Clearly, this observation demonstrates that while under some configurations (MT = 1) or (MR =
1) only one form (receive or transmit) of precoding design can be deployed, in other configurations, when
both designs can be applied, the system designer has to carefully decide on the configuration as well as
the precoding design.
B. Antenna Selection
In Figs. 4-6, we have set NT = MR = MT = NR = 2. Fig. 4 shows the outage probability as a
function of PS for the considered AS schemes. No power control at R is adopted and thus we adopt α = 1.
Clearly, we see that all full-duplex schemes suffer from a zero-diversity order. Among the full-duplex
AS schemes, the OP AS scheme provides the best performance. The PR AS scheme exhibits the next
best performance and converges to the same error floor as the OP AS scheme. With low PS , the MM AS
performs better than both PR AS and LI AS schemes. Furthermore, for comparison with full-duplex, we
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Fig. 5. Outage probability versus PS with optimum α. The results for OP AS scheme are computed from simulations while
asymptotic results for MM, PR, and LI AS schemes are due to (52), (57), (65) respectively.
have also plotted results for half-duplex operation with two cases; namely, the total number of antennas
at the relay (nV ) is 2 and 4, respectively. With half-duplex transmission, the AS principle is simple; i.e.,
antennas are selected at each node to maximize the SNRs of the S − R and R −D links, respectively.
The half-duplex results were plotted using [21, Eq. (9)] with γT = 22R0 − 1 due to the two time slot
operation. The full-duplex AS schemes shows a favorable outage performance at a low-to-medium range
of PS , while the superiority of half-duplex transmission at high PS is clearly evident since it avoids LI
and enjoys the benefits of diversity.
Fig. 5 shows the outage probability of the AS schemes with optimal α. In contrast to the results in
Fig. 4, where outage probability exhibits a saturated behavior at high PS (zero diversity), all AS schemes
are now able to provide some diversity and outage decays as PS increases. For the considered system
set up, αOSopt = 0.5, αMMopt = 0.5, αPRopt = 0.667 and αLIopt = 0.5, and the achieved diversity orders of the
OP, MM, PR and LI AS schemes are respectively, 2, 2, 1.33 and 1. Moreover, as expected, the OP AS
scheme is able to provide the best performance among all the considered AS schemes in the work. When
cRR is high (0.5), a performance gap between OP AS and MM AS is observed (although both OP AS
and MM AS provides the same diversity, the former has a higher array gain). However, we see that the
performance difference between MM AS and OP AS schemes are almost negligible at cRR = 0.1. The
usefulness of our asymptotic results can also be appreciated from Fig. 5. With increasing PS , we see that
the asymptotic plots match the exact results very well.
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Fig. 6. Outage probability versus PS for the PR AS scheme and different α; cRR = 0.1.
In Fig. 6, the outage behavior of the PR AS scheme with several values of α is illustrated. For α
values close to one, the outage begins to suffer from low diversity (e.g., the curve corresponding to
α = 0.99 almost converge to an error floor and exhibit a near zero diversity behavior). Clearly, the value
of αPRopt = 0.667 yields the best performance in the asymptotic regime. Interestingly, for PS < 30 dB,
α = 0.99 and 0.9 are able to provide a better performance than the optimal case before they begin to
experience the decremental effects of low diversity. Therefore, depending on the operating region, an
appropriate value for α can be selected. In the cases of OP AS, MM AS and LI AS, similar outage
behavior with different α values can be observed as well.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we considered full-duplex MIMO relaying with multi-antenna source and destina-
tion nodes. We introduced joint precoding/decoding designs which incorporate rank-1 zero-forcing self-
interference suppression at the relay node. Our analysis delivered closed-form results which were further
analyzed to reveal several interesting observations. Exact as well as asymptotic expressions for the outage
probability were derived to explicitly reveal insights such as the achievable diversity order and the array
gain. These results were also verified from simulations to confirm their correctness. The outage probability
is influenced by the number of antennas deployed at each node as well as the adopted precoding (receive
ZF or transmit ZF) design. In order to further reduce system complexity, we also presented several AS
schemes. The investigated AS schemes have been analyzed in terms of the outage probability and exact
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expressions as well as asymptotic approximations have been derived. A simple power allocation scheme
at the relay was proposed to overcome the zero-diversity limitation. A single parameter in the power
allocation scheme can be set to obtain the desired outage performance while optimum values of this
parameter were presented for diversity maximization of the investigated AS schemes.
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